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Phone 2 PC is a Windows Application to display your phone on
your PC’s Monitor. It is really an encapsulation of some open
source software used for developing Mobile Android Apps, but as it
requires some command-line input (DOS), this is not necessary
when using Phone 2 PC.
You will however need to enable DEVELOPER OPTIONS and
USB Debugging on your phone. How to do this is described on the
following pages. Once enabled, you will not need to do it again.
Phone 2 PC is by far the fastest (Real-time) Casting software, far
surpassing the commercially available software in both speed and
resolution. One can also use the Pc’s mouse and keyboard and
the user’s actions are immediately mirrored on the phone.
This software is Ideal for App presentation and for Phone Games
to be played on a big screen. The PC Screen can be rotated to
Portrait Display if need be.

Phone 2 PC - How it Works...
Phone 2 PC, when launched, presents as a Generic Smart-phone
and not as a conventional Windows Program. The navigation
controls are displayed as phone icons and are as follows:

1. The Get? Icon:
This button is clicked first and will start the Android Debug Bridge
(ADB.EXE) so it can find the
device. Only one Device can
be connected at a time.

2. The Cast Icon:
Once the device is found (it
will indicate as such in the little
message window), click the
Cast Icon and within a few
seconds, your phone should
appear in a new window. All
operations can now be
executed from your PC.
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3. The Help Icon:
Opens this PDF Help Guide

4. The Exit Button:
When you close the Mirrored
Phone Window on your PC,
the Phone 2 PC Application
should automatically close, but
if you want to exit, click the
Back Button (or Press the
“Esc” key on your keyboard.
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Phone 2 PC - Enabling Developer Options 1
On your Phone...

1. Go to Settings > System >
2. About phone >
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Phone 2 PC - Enabling Developer Options 2
On your Phone...

3. Tap Software info > Build number.
Tap Build number seven times. .......

4. Go back to the Settings pane, where you will now find
Developer options as an entry. Go there and...
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Phone 2 PC - USB Debugging
On your Phone...

5. Set USB Debugging ON.
Go back (Exit) Settings and Phone 2 PC can now be used.
Please Note: In order to use Phone 2 PC, your phone must be
connected to your PC via USB (Charger) Cable.
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